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1. Introduction 
Einstein-Weyl spaces are conformal manifolds satisfying a conformally invariant 
version of the Einstein equations. In this note we consider Einstein-Weyl manifolds 
with additional complex or quaternionic structures. In the complex case this rapidly 
connects with work of Vaisman [18,19] on locally conformal Kahler manifolds and 
generalised Hopf manifolds: a conformal manifold with compatible complex structure 
and connection is the same as a locally conformal Kahler manifold when the dimensions 
are at least six; and when the manifolds are compact, imposing the Einstein-Weyl 
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equations gives a generalised Hopf structure which is locally conformal to Kahler- 
Einstein. These relationships are discussed in detail in the first two sections. We then 
go on to consider the further implications of the Einstein-Weyl equations for these 
manifolds showing that under certain regularity conditions they are given as torus 
bundles over Kahler-Einstein manifolds of positive scalar curvature and that their 
conformal structure is derived from a Ricci-flat metric constructed by Calabi on the 
canonical bundle of such a manifold. This extends the result of Vaisman that without 
the Einstein condition these manifolds are torus bundles over Kahler manifolds. These 
results lead to a quotient construction for Hermitian-Einstein-Weyl manifolds and a 
classification of the compact strongly regular six-dimensional examples. We also make 
some remarks about non-regular manifolds. 
In the last section we consider similar questions when a Weyl space admits com- 
patible quaternionic structures. We show that these are often locally conformal to 
hyperK%hler or quaternionic Kahler, in which case these spaces are automatically 
Einstein-Weyl, and give a classification of those that are locally conformal to hy- 
perKBhler. 
2. Hermitian-Weyl manifolds 
Let M be a compact manifold with conformal class [g] and a Weyl connection D. By 
definition, D is a torsion-free connection preserving the conformal structure, so choosing 
a representative metric g gives a l-form w defined by Dg = w 89. Suppose M admits 
a compatible almost complex structure I, that is DI = 0 and g(lX, IY) = g(X, Y) for 
all tangent vectors X, Y, then we shall call M a Hermitian- Weyl space. 
Hermitian-Weyl manifolds are closely related to Kahler manifolds. Since D is 
torsion-free, DI = 0 implies that 1 is integrable and if fl~(x,Y) = g(X, 1Y) is the 
corresponding fundamental 2-form then dRI = w A RI. Multiplication by fly-” gives an 
isomorphism between R2T*A4 and A 2n-2T*M, so if h4 has dimension 272 > 6, multipli- 
cation by RI as a map from h2T*M to A4T*h4 is injective. This implies that dw = 0, 
since 
Thus locally we may write o = df. Now multiplying g by e-f gives a representative j 
for which & = w - df = 0 and di?l = 0. Thus A4 is locally conformal Kahler. (If A4 is 
simply connected then this may be done globally and A4 is conformal to Kihler.) 
Conversely let (N, g, 1) b e a locally conformal Kahler manifold of real dimension at 
least 4. Then if U c N is a sufficiently small open set there exists a function fu such 
that e-fug is Kahler. In particular, e_fuflI is closed, so dRI = dfu A RI. On U n V, 
we have (dfcr - dfv) A RI = 0 and, since RI is non-degenerate, this implies that the 
l-form w = dfu is well-defined globally. If V is the Levi-Civita connection of g and 
wfl is the vector field dual to w then one obtains a Weyl connection D with Dg = w @ g 
by defining D = V + a, where 
2a,Y = g(X, Y) wfl - w(X)Y - w(Y)X 
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(see [IS]). However, on U, the connection D is equal to $, the Levi-Civita connection 
of the Kahler metric jr = e-fug, so D also preserves I. 
Proposition 2.1 (Vaisman). Any Hermitian- Weyl manifold of (real) dimension at 
least 6 is locally conformal Kiihler. Conversely, a locally conformal Kahler manifold of 
dimension at least 4 admits a compatible Hermitian- Weyl structure. 0 
For future reference, note the following: 
Lemma 2.2. Let (M,[g],l, D) b e a Hermitian- Weyl manifold with representative 
metric g. Let w be the corresponding l-form and let V be the Levi-Civita connection 
of g. If the vector field X is either WI or Iwfi, then Vxl = 0. 
Proof. The result follows by noting that D = V + a as above and checking that 
(axl)Y = ax(IY) -lax(Y) is zero in these two cases. q 
3. Hermitian-Einstein-Weyl manifolds 
Suppose M is a Weyl manifold. The conformally invariant analogue of the Einstein 
condition is that the symmetrised Ricci tensor of D be a multiple of g at each point 
of M. Such a structure is called Einstein- Weyl. For a compact Weyl manifold Gaudu- 
chon [7] showed that, up to homothety, there is a unique choice of metric g in the 
conformal class such that the corresponding l-form w is co-closed. If M is Hermitian- 
Weyl and has dimension 2n 3 6 then we saw above that w is always closed, so for 
Gauduchon’s choice of metric, the corresponding l-form w is harmonic. Another result 
of Gauduchon [8] says that on an EinsteinWeyl manifold if g is a compatible metric 
such that w is harmonic then w is parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connection 
of g. Thus on a Hermitian-Einstein-Weyl manifold of dimension at least 6 we may 
choose a representative metric such that w is parallel and wfl is a Killing vector field. 
In this situation the Einstein-Weyl equations take the form 
rv + 
n-2 
--pw@w=xg, 
where A is a function on the n-dimensional manifold M and rv is the Ricci tensor of 
Gauduchon’s metric g (see [13]). Note that dJ]w]]2 = 0, SO llwll is constant and, assuming 
g is not Einstein, we may rescale the metric by a homothety so that this constant is 1. 
In Vaisman’s terminology, a Hermitian-Weyl manifold with w parallel is a generalised 
Hopf structure. For this choice of metric we have: 
Lemma 3.1 (Vaisman) . 
Killing vectors. 
The vector fields wn and Iwfl are commuting holomorphic 
Proof. We have already shown that wfl is Killing. Using the lemma in the previous 
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section one has 
(L,gI)X = [w#,IX] - I[w(X] 
= v,g (IX) - vl‘ywn - IV,flX + IVxw# 
= V,g(IX) - IVJX = (V,J)X = 0. 
So wfl is holomorphic and taking X = wn we see that wfl commutes with Iwfl. Also 
the integrability of I implies LIwD I = II~,~I, so Iwfl is holomorphic. Now for any X, 
(Lx%)(Y, 2) = (Lxs)(Y, 12) + g(Y, (LxOq, so 
&RI = d(lws&,) + Iw”~dfi~ = dw + IW#J(W A RI) = CI 
implies that Iwn is also Killing. 0 
Consider the foliation E generated by the vector fields wtf and Iwfl. 
Proposition 3.2. Let M be a compact Hermitian-Einstein- Weyl manifold which is 
not globally conformal to Einstein and has dimension 2n > 6. If the leaves of Z are 
two-dimensional and closed then N = M/f is a Riemannian orbifold which, at regular 
points, is Kahle7-Einstein with positive scalar curvature. 
Proof. That N = M/& is an orbifold follows from general results on Riemannian 
foliations (for example see [12]). 
By the lemma in the previous section, V,gwfl, Vlwgwn, V,aIw# and VI,tiI~fl all vanish 
and so the leaves of E are totally geodesic with respect to the Levi-Civita connection. 
At each point z of M define a horizontal subspace ‘H, c T,M as the orthogonal 
complement of the complex linear span of w #. Let 0 be the l-form -w o I and define 
a symmetric 2-tensor by h = g - w2 - 19~. Now h(wfl,X) = g(w#,X) - w(X) = 0 and 
h(Iwtf,X) = g(lwfl, X) + O(X) = 0, so h is a non-degenerate metric on 3t. Also, h is 
preserved by the vector fields wfl and Iwfl, since these vector fields are Killing, 
LUgw = wt,dw = 0 
L,fi0 = 2V,pB = 2(V,,lJ)b = 0 
and similarly for Iwfi. Thus h descends to a Hermitian metric on N = M/E. Furthermore 
the fundamental 2-form II, of N pulls-back to Q = OI+ w AB and d\-I = w A 01 -w r\dO 
which is zero on Z, so $ is closed and N is Kahler. 
We claim that g is just d0. Firstly, d0 is horizontal, since if X is either wfl or Iwfl 
then XJdfJ = Lx0 - d(XA) = 0. Suppose X E %, then 
dQ(X,IX) = w(L[X, IX]) = -w(DxX) - w(DlxLX). 
Now for any Y E ti, 
w(DYY)=w(VYY)+~(~~Y)= -(Vyg>(wn,Y>t~g(KY), 
so dB(X,IX) = +(X,X) - fh(IX,IX) = !J(X,IX). 
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To show h is Einstein at regular points we work on an small open set U of A4 for 
which the quotient P of U by the action generated by wfl is a manifold. Then U is 
a flat bundle over P and the bundle P over N has curvature d0 = *I. Now U has 
one-dimensional totally geodesic fibres and the Weyl form w has unit length so the 
Einstein-Weyl equations [13] give 
rp = i(n - l)gp, 
where gp = h + o2 is the induced metric on P and rp is its Ricci curvature. Thus 
P is Einstein with positive scalar curvature. With respect to the fibration P -+ N, the 
Einstein equations are equivalent to 
11~112 = 44 
d*$ = 0, 
where rN is the Ricci curvature of /L, A = i(7~ - 1) is the Einstein constant of gp 
and for an orthonormal basis {Xi}, ($Jx, $y) = C; $(X,X;)$(Y,X;). Also ($x, +,Y) = 
~;h(IX,X;)IL(1Y,X;) = h(X,Y), so 
and N is Einstein with positive scalar curvature. 0 
The simplest example of this construction is obtained by taking A4 = 5” x S2+l 
regarded as a quotient of C’“\(O) modulo the action of Z generated by o H 2~. This gives 
il4 a HermitianEinstein-Weyl structure which is not conformally Einstein (globally). 
The vector field w# is a generator for the trivial circle bundle over P = S27L-1 and the 
quotient N = M/l: is complex projective space CP(n- 1) with its Fubini-Study metric. 
Further examples will be found in the sections below. 
Remarks. (1) Note that the above proof also shows that the symmetrised Ricci tensor 
of the Einstein-Weyl structure is necessarily zero, so the local Kahler metrics are Ricci- 
flat. This is a special case of a result of Gauduchon [8]. This would not have been 
apparent if we had proved the above result by using a Kahler quotient construction 
on the universal cover of A4 together with results of Futaki [6], however this second 
approach will be useful later in the hyperHermitian case. 
(2) If the leaves of f are diffeomorphic and closed, then we will say that M is 
regular. We will call A4 strongly regular if A4 is regular and the orbits of wfl are closed. 
Examples of regular Hermitian-Einstein-Weyl spaces which &re not strongly regular 
are obtained by taking the quotient of C” \ (0) by the action of Z generated by u - 
2einaw, where cr is irrational. Similarly, non-regular HermitianEinstein-Weyl spaces 
may be obtained by dividing @” \{O} by the action of Z generated by v = (vr, . . . , or) H 
2(e inalur,...,eirNrur), where @” = C’“1 $...$Cnr , r > 1, and the ‘pi are distinct real 
numbers with at least two of them linearly independent over Q. 
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(3) If M is a compact Hermitian-Weyl manifold which is not regular it is still 
possible to describe some of the structure of M. As before choose a representative 
metric for which w is parallel. Now let lC0 be the group of isometries generated by 
wl and Iwfl. Since M is compact, the group of isometries of h4 is compact and so the 
closure Ir’ of Ko is alSo compact. The elements of the Abelian group Ii act isometrically, 
holomorphically and they preserve the closed 2-form Q = RI + w A 0. One may now 
construct a moment map p: M + e* such that for each vector field X generated by 
the action of K 
d(p, X) = XJQ, 
where (., .) denotes the pairing between the Lie algebra t! and its dual. This map com- 
mutes with the action of li and generically has rank dim K - 2. For a generic a in the 
image of p, the preimage p-l(u) contains Ir’-orbits on which the action of K is locally 
free. Following the usual proof of the Kahler quotient construction [9] one sees that 
p-l(u)/lC is a (usually singular) Kghler manifold of dimension dim M - 2 dim Ir’ + 2. 
For the non-regular examples above this quotient is @P(nl - 1) x . x @P(n, - 1) with 
the product of the Fubini-Study metrics. 
(4) Examples where the quotient N = M/f has orbifold singularities are easily pro- 
duced from Lens spaces. Let M’ be 5” x Szn+’ with its standard Hermitian-Einstein- 
Weyl structure, choose integers p,sl,. . .,s, which are coprime and consider the Zp- 
action generated by (z,q) H (~,diag(e~~~lP,e~~~l~lp,. . .,e2rsni/P)q), where z E 5’” and 
Q E S2n+1 c Cn+l. This action is free on M’ and the quotient manifold M = M//Z, in- 
herits a Hermitian-Einstein-Weyl structure. However, the induced Zp-action on @P(n) 
is not free, in general, and so N = M/E is an orbifold. 
4. Inverse construction 
In this section, we relate compact strongly regular Hermitian-Einstein-Weyl struc- 
tures on a manifold of dimension at least six, to the following metric: 
Proposition 4.1. Away from the zero-section, the canonical bundle of a K’ahler- 
Einstein manifold of positive scalar curvature admits a Ricci-fiat Kkihler metric which 
transforms homothetically under the fibrewise action of @* and which is homothetic to 
the base metric in the directions orthogonal to the fibres. Furthermore, this metric is 
unique up to homothety. 
Proof. Using the formalism of [15], let (N, h) be the KBhler-Einstein 2n-manifold of 
positive scalar curvature. Suppose r: F -+ N is the principal U(n)-bundle of unitary 
frames, so F, consists of complex linear isometries u: @” - T,N. Define a l-form 
C on F with values in CL by cu(v) = u-l (r,v), when u E F and v E T,F. Let w = 
w+ +w_ E fll(F,su(n)$u(l)) be th e connection form. Then the first structure equation 
gives 
d< = -w+ /I-W_ A<. 
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Let K: be the U(n)-representation A”@“, where P is the standard U(n) module, 
then the canonical bundle is 1C = F x~(~~) K. On F x K, let z be the projection onto the 
second factor. Omitting pull-back signs, for A E U(71) we have R>( = A’( and R>dz = 
(det A)-ldz. D fi e ne Q to be dz - zw- and let r2 = ZZ. Then do = -a AW_ - zdw_, but 
dw- is the curvature of the canonical bundle and N is Kahler-Einstein, so dw- = Xct~( 
for some constant X which is a positive multiple of the scalar curvature. As in [IS], 
putting 
g = f(r2) Re(o ~9 Cr t ,!LT~<~@ 0, 
21 = f(T’)(cY A ii! + /LT2&i 0 
defines a metric and a non-degenerate 2-form on K\O whenever p is a positive constant 
and any metric satisfying the hypotheses of the proposition must have this form. Now 
g and v define an almost complex structure I. As in [13], the condition that 1 be 
integrable is that the curvature dw- has no (0,2)- component, which is automatic in 
this case since dw_ = Act A C is of type (1,l). Th e condition that v be closed reduces 
to 
f=CT , 2(--1+VPL) 
for some constant c which we may take to be 1. 
To decide when the metric is Ricci-flat we use the Einstein-Weyl equations for 
a Riemannian submersion in [13] to find when the symmetrised Ricci tensor of the 
Einstein-Weyl structure, defined by g and its Riemannian connection, is zero. To obtain 
a Riemannian submersion consider g = g/(p rsx/LL ). The metric connection of g is now 
regarded as a Weyl connection and 
1 
ij=dlog ___ 
( > 
x dr2 
PT 
2x/p = -;_I. 
Now we may write 
g = Re(0: + 0; + Ct@ C), 
where 
Thus 2 = -2M,/,/Ji and a local computation shows that divij = 0. Note that 
= -dw_ = -A(“r\ <, 
so d6r = 0 and d& = -ip-1/2X<tA(. If s is to be a function such that the symmetrised 
Ricci tensor is sg, then the EinsteinWeyl equations for a 2-torus bundle in [13] recluce 
to 
2n; = ;s + 2X; 
x2 1 x2 
q- - = -s+271- 
2P 2 P 
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where q is the constant such that cl(N) = 2rq[RN], w ere 52~ is the KBhler form of N. h 
Thus, X determines a unique solution for p and the scalar curvature of the resulting 
Einstein metric must be zero. 0 
Note that this metric is a degenerate case of a family of Ricci-flat metrics constructed 
by Calabi [5] ( see also [4]). Also note that one may avoid the local computation for div & 
by retaining this term in the computations ancl then observing that the quotient of the 
canonical bundle by the fibrewise action of Z is a compact Hermitian-Einstein-Weyl 
manifold and so, by Proposition 3.2, must be Ricci-flat. 
Theorem 4.2. Every strongly regular compact Hermitian-Einstein- Weyl manifold M 
of dimension 2n > 6 which is not globally conformal to Einstein arises as a fibration 
over a Kiihler-Einstein (271 - 2)-orbifold N of positive scalar curvature. If N is a 
manifold, then M is obtained as a discrete quotient of the Ricci-flat Kahler structure 
on a principal F-bundle associated to a maximal root of the canonical bundle of N. 
Proof. It only remains to prove the converse as we have already seen that M is a flat 
circle bundle over P, which in turn is a circle bundle over a Kahler-Einstein manifold N 
of positive scalar curvature and the curvature of P is proportional to the Kahler form 
of N. 
M - P 
\NJ 
Now by a result of Kobayashi [lo], N is simply connected and P must be the circle 
bundle associated to some rational power of the canonical bundle. Also ,1(P) is finite, 
since P carries an Einstein metric of positive scalar curvature, and passing to its uni- 
versal cover we may assmne that it is simply connected and that M is the trivial circle 
bundle over P. In this case the universal cover of M is L \ 0 where L is a maximal root 
of the canonical bundle. Let g be a representative of the conformal class of M in which 
the l-form w is parallel. Then on L \ 0, w = df and jr = e-fg is a Ricci-flat Kahler 
metric. Also 
wnf = df(w”) = 1/w/12, 
(Iw’l)f = df(Iws) = g(wn,Iwn) = 0, 
so the c*-action is by homotheties of i. This implies that the metric 6 on L \ 0 is of 
the form considered in the previous proposition. 0 
Note that the inverse construction can be used to produce regular Hermitian- 
Einstein-Weyl structures which are not strongly regular by using a twisted Z-action 
as in the Remark 2 of Section 3. 
Corollary 4.3. The Weyl connection on a strongly regular compact Hermitian- 
Einstein- Weyl space of dimension at least six is incomplete. 
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Proof. In the notation above, completeness of the Weyl connection is equivalent to 
completeness of the metric connection for the Kahler scalar flat metric on L\O. However, 
when restricted to radial directions this metric is of the form radr2, for some constant a, 
which is an incomplete metric on (0,oo). Cl 
The above theorem leads to a quotient construction for Hermitian-Weyl manifolds. 
Suppose a compact Lie group G acts on M preserving the complex structure and 
conformal class and commuting with the actions generated by wfl and Iwfi and such that 
for each vector field X generated by the action of G we have Lxw = 0. This action 
descends to N = M/E and we may construct a Kahler moment map PN: N - Gus 
Let PM be the pull-back of PN to M. Futaki [6] h s owed that the Einstein property 
is preserved by the Kahler quotient if each vector field generated by the action of G 
on N has constant length on the level set of PN. If this is satisfied and G acts freely 
on p;(O) we may consider the manifold M//G = pG(O)/G. This inherits a complex 
structure and a conformal structure from M and one may now see that it is Hermitian- 
Einstein-Weyl since it is constructed as a bundle over the Kahler-Einstein manifold 
/$(0)/G. 
We may also obtain a classification of the six-dimensional, compact, strongly regular 
Hermitian-Einstein-Weyl manifolds since it is known that a compact Kahler-Einstein 
four-manifold of positive scalar curvature must be either (cP(1) x @P(l), cP(2) or 
cP(2) blown-up at between 3 and 8 points in general position (see [16,17]). 
5. HyperHermitian-Weyl manifolds 
Recall that a manifold is hypercomplex if it admits three complex structures I, J 
and Ii’ such that 
I2 = J2 = -1 and IJ = K = -JI. (5.1) 
A metric g is hyperHermitian (respectively hyperli’iihler) if it is Hermitian (Kghler) 
with respect to each of these complex structures. If (M, [g], 0) is a conformal manifold 
for which g is hyperHermitian and where D is a compatible Weyl connection preserving 
the complex structures, then we will call M a hyperHermitian- Weyl space. 
These notions are a special case of the following. Let A4 be a manifold with a 
subbundle G of EndTM, the endomorphism bundle of the tangent bundle of M, such 
that locally G has a basis {I, J, Ii} satisfying (5.1). A metric g is said to be quaternion- 
Hermitian if for each element A of such a local basis, g(AX, AY) = g(X, Y). Locally 
one has 2-forms fly defined by R,(X,Y) = g(X,AY) and one may define a global 
A-form by the local formula 
If A4 is at least eight-dimensional, then one says that n/i is quaternionic Kiihler if R is 
parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of g. On a quaternion-Hermitian 
manifold this is equivalent to requiring that the Levi-Civita connection preserves the 
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bundle G. Accordingly, a conformal manifold (M, [g],G, 0) will be called quaternion- 
Hermitian- Weyl if g is quaternion-Hermitian and D is a Weyl connection preserving G;. 
Note that in general the local almost complex structures I, J, K will not be integrable. 
Proposition 5.1. (1) Let M be a manifold of dimension 4n and if n = 1 assume that 
M is compact. Then M is hyperHermitialz- Weyl if and only if M is locally conformal 
hyperKiiihler. In particular, any such hyperHermitian manifold is Einstein- Weyl. 
(2) A manifold of dimension at least eight is quaternion-Hermitian- Weyl if and only 
if it is locally conformal to quaternionic Kiihler. So any such manifold is Einstein- 
Weyl. 
Proof. (1) After the discussion in section 2 it only remains to show that on a compact 
hyperHermitian four-manifold the l-forms given by Dg = w @ g are necessarily closed. 
Let RI be the fundamental 2-form associated to I and g. Then 01 is anti-self-dual 
and dw A 01 = 0. Since this also holds for J and K, this implies that dw is self-dual 
dw = *dw. Now, since M is compact, 
j$dwli’=j-~dw/k+dw=/~dwndw=/~d(wAdw)=O; 
so dw is identically zero. 
The last assertion follows from the fact that a hyperK%hler manifold is Ricci-flat [a]. 
(2) From [14] we have that a quaternion Hermitian manifold of dimension at least 12 
is quaternionic Kahler if and only if the 4-form R is closed. Whereas in [15] it was shown 
that a quaternion Hermitian 8-manifold is quaternionic Kahler if and only if dR = 0 
and whenever we have a local basis {I, J, I<} for G, dRI = a A RI + b A RJ + c A RI<- for 
some l-forms a, b, c. 
On a quaternion-Hermitian-Weyl manifold, D preserves G and we choose a local 
basis I, J, K satisfying (5.1), so locally there are l-forms cy,,B, y such that 
DI=cr@J-@@I~, 
DJ=-cr@I++rK, 
DK=p@I-y@J. 
Thus dRI = w ARI - Q ARJ +/3 r\Rh- and dR = w AR. The arguments of section 2 now 
show that M is locally conformal to quaternionic KBhler if its dimension is not four. 
The final assertion follows from the fact that quaternionic Kahler manifolds are 
Einstein [3,1]. q 
On a hyperaermitian-Weyl manifold, choose a representative metric for which w is 
parallel and let Z be the foliation generated by wfl, Iwl, Jwfl and Kwfl. 
Theorem 5.2. Every compact hyperHermitian- Weyl manifold of dimension 471 which 
is not hyperli’iihler and for which the leaves of the foliation f are closed and 4- 
dimensional arises as a jibration over a quaternionic Kiihler (4n-4)-orbifold of positive 
scalar curvature. 
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Proof. Define 13~ = -w01, etc. Then 0~ = -WAOJ t 01 r\01,- + *‘J for some 2-form Q”J 
which is zero on the quaternionic span of wfl. Now 
Thus the quaternionic span of wn generates an action of U( 1) x Sp(1) on M permut- 
ing the complex structures. On the universal cover %l of A4 the structure is globally 
conformal to hyperKahler and w = df. Now 
w#f = df(wfl) = ]]w]]2, 
(1wH)f = df(lwfl) = g(wti, rwfl> = 0 
so the action lifts to a homothetic action of the hyperKahler structure. From [15] it 
follows that the quotient B of A4 by this group action is a quaternionic Kahler orbifold 
of positive scalar curvature and that the hyperKBhler metric on ii?l is locally isometric 
to the hyperKBhler structure on a bundle IA(B) over B constructed as follows. Let 
F be the bundle of frames of B compatible with the quaternionic Kahler structure. 
This is a principal bundle with structure group Sp(?~)Sp(l) = (Sp(n) x Sp(l))/{fl). 
The bundle ZA( B) is now defined to be (F x (JHJ*/{*l}))/(Sp(n) Sp(l)), where [A,g] E 
%(4%(l) t t k ac s a ing (u, [[I) to (U [A, q], [[q]). Note that the hyperKahler metric 
on U(B) admits a homothetic action of Z and that the quotient is a compact hyper- 
Hermitian manifold if B is compact. 0 
Note that the above proof also shows that the local hyperKahler metrics admit 
hyperKahler potentials, that is functions which are Kahler potentials for each of the 
Kahler structures simultaneously. In this case we may write the local hyperKahler 
metric in terms of its Levi-Civita connection as Odf for some function f [15]. 
If we regard a hyperHermitian-Weyl manifold as just a HermitianEinstein-Weyl 
manifold, then the resulting Kahler-Einstein manifold obtained in section 3 is just the 
twistor space of the quaternionic Kahler manifold B associated to the hyperHermitian 
Weyl structure. This gives the following diagram: 
U(B) -% M -% P 
w*/z\ FL \ 1 ‘s 
B 
‘IF;-z 
where A4 is a compact hyperHermitianWey1 manifold, B is quaternionic Kahler with 
positive scalar curvature, 2 is the twistor space of B, U(B) is the hyperKahler manifold 
associated to B, the fibres F of M + B are Hopf manifolds S’ x S3 and the circle 
bundle P over 2 carries an Einstein metric of positive scalar curvature. This generalises 
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the following picture: 
ilIP+* \ (0) - 5747a+3 x S’ - ,s471+3 
\ L \ 1 
HP(%) - CP(2n+ 1) 
Note that one can again obtain examples where the quaternionic Kahler quotient B is 
an orbifold by starting with M = Sr x S 4n+3 i&, as described in remark 4 of section 3. / 
Proposition 5.3. A compact quaternion-Hermitian- Weyl manifold which is not 
quaternionic K&hler is foliated by four-dimensional self-dual totally geodesic subman- 
ifolds which are locally conformal to Einstein. 
Proof. Let g be a representative of the conformal class for which d*w = 0. We have al- 
ready shown that locally there is another representative 3 which is quaternionic Kahler. 
Now 
?7wn = Dwn = Vwfl + a(wfl) = -3 Id. 
Let X be the vector field -2wfi, then $7x = Id. If {1,J, Ir’} is a local basis of 6 let 
2, be the distribution spanned by X, IX, JX and Ir’X. Note that this is a well-defined 
distribution on the whole of A4. Define local l-forms cr, /3, y as before, then 
DIxX = IX, 
DxIX = (DxI)X - IDxX = o(X)JX - /3(X)ItX - IX, 
Dzx JX = (Dlx J)X - JDlxX = -a(IX)IX + y(IX)IiX + Ir’X 
so [X,IX] = DxIX - DIXX E 2) and [IX, JX] E 2). Thus 2) is integrable and the 
integral manifolds are totally geodesic. Since V is an W-submodule of TM, a result of 
Marchiafava [ll] implies that the restriction of jl to 2, is a self-dual Einstein metric. 0 
The equation e7w = -i Id shows that locally we may find a function f such that the 
quaternionic KBhler metric satisfies 
ij = +df. 
We will call such an f a quaternionic Kiihler potential in analogy with the hyperKahler 
case. This should be regarded as a type of moment map not for a group action but for 
the foliation generated by IX, JX and Ir’X. 
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